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NATURE.BASED FARM TOURISM
Fleur Porter

JN Jan 2001 we embarked
I on a nature-based tourism
venture on our family farm
located on the Murchison
River in the Midwest of WA.
We called our venture
"Riverside Sanctuary" to
compliment our existing
farming enterprise "Riverside

Ajana', and in the two and a
half years since its inception
have enjoyed (almost) every
minute.

My family has been at
"Riverside" since 1927. The
Porters originally settled in
Ajana in 1910 on a block 'big enough to starve on'
before acquiring rnore land further north-east.
"Riverside" was a traditional wheat and sheep farrn,
riding along on the sheep's back for many years and
supplementing the farm income with various crops.
After many years my dad, Bob, slowly began to decrease
the number of sheep with a view to phasing them out
entirely. The damage being done to the land and the bush
was not worth the work or the income. We took on share-
famers in about 1995 and we would crop part of the land
and they would do the rest, but for the last 3 years they
have cropped the entire property. This arrangement has
worked really well and has taken the management
pressure off dad and given us time to focus on other
things.

We have about 15kms of Murchison River ftontage
running though the middle of the property. Most of this
areahas been protected from livestock since 1965 because
it was easier to muster stock at watering points rather
than having them roaming free-range in the river, but
this has been one of the best manasement decisions

farm during that
The riverhad

a popular place
to visit, for the family and
for the local people, and it
had become quite degraded.
Duck shooting was aregular
activity and the river had
stopped being a safe
environment for native
wildlife. In 1989 the entire
length was fenced off to
protect the riparian zone
from vehicles and to give
the bfud life some peace. The
changes to the river have

been amazing and documented on a series of slides Bob
has taken. This Slide Show and a number of walk trails
to the river are just a few of things we offer our guests
during their stay with us.

But to begin with we had a long way to 90.....

Borriers/fhe hord stutf qnd Opportunities/fhe
good sfutf lo consider

Employment: One of ourweaknesses was'employees',
or a lack of. At the early stage I was working in
Geraldton and couidn't commit to the farm full-time
so an oppotunity arose to employ someone to assist.

. We employed Angie Goddard as a Landcare Trainee
for 18 months, thus providing her with a fantastic
training opportunity and giving us the extra as sistance
we needed.

Finance: Once we had acquired some more hands, Bob
and Angie started on the hard task of renovating
existing accommodation. We had spare houses on
the farm, all of which have now been fixed up. This
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Murchison l?ivet ot "Riverside Sonctuoty".

brings in another barrier - money.
We are fofiunate that our venture
is backed up by a profitable
farming business. If we did not
have the money to invest in
getting started we would be
struggling now. Fonunately we
started with a view of doing
something different and not of
making money and this has meant
we are not shrggling to make
tourism financially viable in the
first few years. This takes some
of the pressure off and means
you are able to work at
establishing your product and
reputation before stressing about
raking in the dollars. Our initial
set-up costs have been thebiggest
expense, but then there are
ongoing costs such as
employment ,  maintenance,
marketing and new big ideas. At
present (after 2.5 years) the
venture is  probably  just
beginning to pay for itseli but it
will still take a while to getahead.

Making it a comfortable place to
stay: People are more and more
looking for comfort in the bush.
There are those who will be happy
with shearing shed-style back-
packers accommodatjon. but in
general we have found that people
like creature comforts . They love
seeing the bush and the river and
the flies all day, but like to have
somewhere clean and
comfonable to go home lo. For
us it was a matter of thinking
about what kind of places we
would like to stay in. We have
also since expanded and made
changes to our shearing shed to
acconmodate groups, and we
have found we can just about do
anything - it is a matter of being
flexible with our arrangements.
This flexibility is definitely
another trait important to running
such a venture.

Marketing: The next hard task has
been malketing. We have had to
consider our product carefully

and therefore our market. We
have a definite conservation
angleto whatwe do, the focus on
nature, conserving the
environment and the Aboriginal
and European heritage of our
area. The most important thing,
I think, is establishing our
reputation, almost all the visito$
say they would like to come
again. We had 10 000 brochures
printed. It is definitely worth
getting more printed, you are
much more eager to give them
away, which is how people get
to know about you! Our website
www.riversidesanctuary.com.au
was designed by my brother and
has generated many bookings.
Marketing is definitely a tricky
one and is wofth talking to as
many people as you can to find
out what works for them.

Beautifying our surroundings:
We are beautifying the falm bit
by bit. We had a major clean-up
to get the houses in order and
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